Game Recognize Game
Today street savvy and smarts are exhibited by all.
The survival makeup, dynamics and your abilities to recognize the same are just as important as grade school
and college education.
The warp speed of life is a blur full of pure pressures known as game. However it is important to note not all
game is bad.
In fact to be game tight is a great quality as long as your game has limitations.
On the surface many handle the obstacles of life better than others, however as individuals and as a society
it’s amazing all the lies we live and tell and the secrets we keep.
In the midst of each one of us tackling our daily responsibilities and dreams it is better to be hated for who we
are than loved for who and what we are not.
In most professions abroad the greater majority of us work our butts off with a goal to graduate classes of life
to enjoy an alleged highlighted lifestyle.
The same applies to the struggling, maintaining and excelling individuals and families who are on the verge to
be a success story regardless one’s individual grind.
The expectations of our personal presentations and perceptions should exceed the expectations of our desired
professions, associations or fraternities.
As individuals to know our strengths is a great thing, however to acknowledge, accept and address our
weaknesses will only reinforce and solidify our strengths.
Regardless the status of our country, our country, leadership, state of community, the mentioned and
unmentioned including the streets and alleged hood images good, bad or indifferent are for real.
In fact in the trenches per the number not limited to equality, availabilities, hope, first – second or third chances
does not exist for the greater majority of us.
Although conversations of alleged equal opportunities exist daily, the sad realities are equality, equal
availabilities, quality education or equal opportunities for all does not exist.
The various vehicles of media are up twenty-four (24) hours a day, no breaks searching for stories. We may
sleep or slip but the media and social media do not.
Based on our abilities or lack thereof, at any moment any one of us can be painted by our professions,
fraternities and associations to look like whatever good, bad or indifferent.

However just know via these same known and unknown media vehicles your story and perception based on
public opinion and public perception in a split second ban be your history.
It is a win-win situation to share the vehicles and powers of resources, discoveries, and qualities to create and
or afford the same opportunities that you enjoy even if no one has ever done the same for. This is where the
true riches resides.
In frothing else as a global community, we should share the fight for equality for all because the acts and gifts
of humility and equal opportunities are priceless.
Giving back is where gam and the true blessings really are. Game will always recognize game.
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